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try it free

14 days

A CRM that’s simple, smart, and affordable

wiseagent.com
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Automate your business.
Save time & money.
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Complimentary one-on-one onboarding included & free 24/7 customer support

Want to learn more? Go to wiseagent.com, call 480-836-0345 or email help@wiseagent.com
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Contact Management

Lead Automation

You can track and search all the basic fields
that you can on every other CRM, but in Wise
Agent, you also have the option to use many
unique fields.

Set up automated text/email responses to be
sent to all leads right when they come in. Add
them to a drip campaign, and get notifications sent to you.

Transaction Management

Time Management

Customize buyer/listing templates and turn
them into transaction checklists that guide
and record your transactions.

A very powerful and easy-to-use day planner
that syncs perfectly with your device via
Google Calendar as well as an easy-to-use task
list.

Landing Pages

Team Features

Wise Agent offers a powerful landing page
platform with many customizable templates
to get you started.

Access for 5 team members without any extra
fees per account and no limit of how many
can be added. Set permissions to choose who
has access to which features.

Integrations

Commission Reports

We’re proud partners with top technology
companies enabling us to bring you the most
valuable tools for your business.

Get reports on your sales, or those of your
team, for the month, quarter, or year. See a
snapshot of the status of current sales, from
pending to complete.

Drip Campaigns

Text & Video Messaging

Customize your very own drip campaigns
from our library of stock programs, or create
your own that include email, text, and video
messaging.

Use our Wise SMS text feature to send out
bulk texts, single texts, or incorporate video
texting into your drip campaigns or as an
automated lead response.

Reporting

Goal Tracker

Stay informed on which clients are reading
your emails, which lead sources are bringing
in the most revenue, and your team’s
production with our reports.

Set, track, and achieve your annual sales goals
with monthly, weekly, and daily tasks to
maintain habits that lead to more significant
goal achievement.

Built-In Power Dialer

AI Texting Bot

Communicate and engage with new leads
through our intuitive, multi-line power dialer
without leaving your CRM.

Wise Agent’s Artificial Intelligence (AI) Bot
acts as an assistant to your real estate
professionals, saving them time when
qualifying and following up.
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try it FREE for 14 days!

ENTERPRISE
Or call us: 480-836-0345

Complimentary one-on-one onboarding included & FREE 24/7 customer support

